Meadow parks: The office dyke can provide slopes for meadow parks. These parks will be used by the workers as well as the local residents.

Route & parks in public space: At the peak of the dyke, a park route is provided. This route is combined by small park series, public spaces and offices.

Sports fields: In the green area, sports facilities are provided for the residents. It is the new place for the original removed area.

New forest recreation area: Near the zoo, more forest landscape are created. This provides tourists a forest recreation area.

New zoo park: The formal zoo park is extended towards the train station. More program and activities are provided.

Existing zoo park: This is the existing famous zoo park. It attracts a lot of tourists every year.

Coffee house: In front of the neighborhood semi-public park series, coffee house at the ground floor are provided to face the station square.

Transportation terminal: The abandoned industrial building will be reused to provide heavy indoor spaces for different events and activities.

Industrial monument: The abandoned industrial building will be reused to provide heavy indoor spaces for different events and activities.

Street park: The street park in front the office buildings provides a place for the extension activities of the shopping street in city center. It connects with the neighborhood community center.

Sports & neighborhood parks: The linear park combined with the sport facilities is located at the north edge of the station square. This linear park works as a neighborhood park to support the large parks at the railway parking land area.

Tram park: The large open parks can provide natural recreation routes.

Forest park: Between the railway tracks a forest park is provided to give a colourful view to the passengers on the train. This forest park combined with the abandoned railway tracks can present a special texture feeling.

Entrance park: In front of the stations, the station square can be an attractive public space.

Station square: In front of the main stadium building, the station square can be an attractive public space.

Community center: The community center building will be combined with other service facilities such as elementary school, senior activities center, shops extra together to provide a neighborhood community center.

Neighborhood through: In some important neighborhoods, we provide neighborhood through routes with some public parks.

Flower park: Between the railway tracks, colorful flower can provide a special texture feeling.

Trees park: The large open parks can provide natural recreation routes.

Important entrances

Technological solutions: Two deck covers:

Section 1: Station square at level form 1 form 2 form 3

Section 2: Green dike with building at level

Section 3: Green dike with road under through

Landscape entrance - Amersfoort train station -

Recreation routes.

Trees park: The large open parks can provide natural recreation routes.

Entrance park: In front of the stations, the station square can be an attractive public space.

Station square: In front of the main stadium building, the station square can be an attractive public space.

Community center: The community center building will be combined with other service facilities such as elementary school, senior activities center, shops extra together to provide a neighborhood community center.

Neighborhood through: In some important neighborhoods, we provide neighborhood through routes with some public parks.

Flower park: Between the railway tracks, colorful flower can provide a special texture feeling.

Trees park: The large open parks can provide natural recreation routes.

Entrance park: In front of the stations, the station square can be an attractive public space.

Station square: In front of the main stadium building, the station square can be an attractive public space.

Community center: The community center building will be combined with other service facilities such as elementary school, senior activities center, shops extra together to provide a neighborhood community center.

Neighborhood through: In some important neighborhoods, we provide neighborhood through routes with some public parks.

Flower park: Between the railway tracks, colorful flower can provide a special texture feeling.

Trees park: The large open parks can provide natural recreation routes.

Entrance park: In front of the stations, the station square can be an attractive public space.

Station square: In front of the main stadium building, the station square can be an attractive public space.

Community center: The community center building will be combined with other service facilities such as elementary school, senior activities center, shops extra together to provide a neighborhood community center.

Neighborhood through: In some important neighborhoods, we provide neighborhood through routes with some public parks.

Flower park: Between the railway tracks, colorful flower can provide a special texture feeling.

Trees park: The large open parks can provide natural recreation routes.

Entrance park: In front of the stations, the station square can be an attractive public space.

Station square: In front of the main stadium building, the station square can be an attractive public space.

Community center: The community center building will be combined with other service facilities such as elementary school, senior activities center, shops extra together to provide a neighborhood community center.

Neighborhood through: In some important neighborhoods, we provide neighborhood through routes with some public parks.

Flower park: Between the railway tracks, colorful flower can provide a special texture feeling.

Trees park: The large open parks can provide natural recreation routes.

Entrance park: In front of the stations, the station square can be an attractive public space.

Station square: In front of the main stadium building, the station square can be an attractive public space.

Community center: The community center building will be combined with other service facilities such as elementary school, senior activities center, shops extra together to provide a neighborhood community center.

Neighborhood through: In some important neighborhoods, we provide neighborhood through routes with some public parks.

Flower park: Between the railway tracks, colorful flower can provide a special texture feeling.

Trees park: The large open parks can provide natural recreation routes.

Entrance park: In front of the stations, the station square can be an attractive public space.

Station square: In front of the main stadium building, the station square can be an attractive public space.

Community center: The community center building will be combined with other service facilities such as elementary school, senior activities center, shops extra together to provide a neighborhood community center.

Neighborhood through: In some important neighborhoods, we provide neighborhood through routes with some public parks.

Flower park: Between the railway tracks, colorful flower can provide a special texture feeling.

Trees park: The large open parks can provide natural recreation routes.

Entrance park: In front of the stations, the station square can be an attractive public space.

Station square: In front of the main stadium building, the station square can be an attractive public space.

Community center: The community center building will be combined with other service facilities such as elementary school, senior activities center, shops extra together to provide a neighborhood community center.

Neighborhood through: In some important neighborhoods, we provide neighborhood through routes with some public parks.

Flower park: Between the railway tracks, colorful flower can provide a special texture feeling.

Trees park: The large open parks can provide natural recreation routes.

Entrance park: In front of the stations, the station square can be an attractive public space.

Station square: In front of the main stadium building, the station square can be an attractive public space.

Community center: The community center building will be combined with other service facilities such as elementary school, senior activities center, shops extra together to provide a neighborhood community center.

Neighborhood through: In some important neighborhoods, we provide neighborhood through routes with some public parks.

Flower park: Between the railway tracks, colorful flower can provide a special texture feeling.

Trees park: The large open parks can provide natural recreation routes.

Entrance park: In front of the stations, the station square can be an attractive public space.

Station square: In front of the main stadium building, the station square can be an attractive public space.

Community center: The community center building will be combined with other service facilities such as elementary school, senior activities center, shops extra together to provide a neighborhood community center.

Neighborhood through: In some important neighborhoods, we provide neighborhood through routes with some public parks.

Flower park: Between the railway tracks, colorful flower can provide a special texture feeling.

Trees park: The large open parks can provide natural recreation routes.

Entrance park: In front of the stations, the station square can be an attractive public space.

Station square: In front of the main stadium building, the station square can be an attractive public space.

Community center: The community center building will be combined with other service facilities such as elementary school, senior activities center, shops extra together to provide a neighborhood community center.

Neighborhood through: In some important neighborhoods, we provide neighborhood through routes with some public parks.

Flower park: Between the railway tracks, colorful flower can provide a special texture feeling.

Trees park: The large open parks can provide natural recreation routes.

Entrance park: In front of the stations, the station square can be an attractive public space.